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Jeffery DeaverÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most recent #1 international bestseller is Carte Blanche, the new James

Bond novel that brought Ian FlemingÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Agent 007 firmly into the modern age. After

revealing his lifelong admiration for FlemingÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s novelsÃ‚Â while acceptingÃ‚Â the Crime

WriterÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Association Ian Fleming Steel Dagger Award for his thriller Garden of Beasts,

Deaver was approached by the estate of Ian Fleming to write the next Bond thriller. It debuted on

bestseller lists around the world.The author of two collections of short stories and 28 previous

suspense novels, Deaver is best known for his Kathryn Dance and Lincoln Rhyme thrillers, most

notably The Bone Collector, which was made into a feature starring Denzel Washington and

Angelina Jolie.Ã‚Â  His many awards include the Novel of the Year at the International Thriller

WritersÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ Awards in 2009 for his standalone novel The Bodies Left Behind. The latest

entries in the Lincoln Rhyme series are The Cold Moon, The Broken Window, and The Burning

Wire.Ã‚Â  Deaver has been nominated for seven Edgar AwardsÃ‚Â by the Mystery Writers of

America, an Anthony Award and a Gumshoe Award. He was recently short-listed for the ITV3 Crime

Thriller Award for Best International Author. His books are sold in 150 countries and translated into

25 languages. He lives in North Carolina.For further information, visit www.jefferydeaver.com.

I love this series. This set was great because it had 3 audiobooks in 1 package. Great

crime/forensic novels with lots of twists.



Jeffery Deavers audio cds hold my attention (the Lincoln Rhyme stories) and as soon as I finish, I

want another.

I bought this collection on audio CD to listen in my car as I drive to and from work, and I have to say

this made sitting in traffic almost tolerable! great stories and excellent detective work by Lincoln

Rhyme! A+++

THE LINCOLN RHYME CD COLLECTIONBY Jeffery DeaverPUBLISHED BY Simon & Schuster

AudioREVIEWED BY Barbara RhoadesThis audio book is three times as much enjoyment if you are

a fan of the Lincoln Rhyme series. It contains three of Jeffery Deaver's book: The Coffin Dancer,

The Empty Chair and The Stone Monkey. It also has an excerpt from Mr. Deaver's newest book

"The Twelfth Card".The Coffin Dancer: What do you get when you cross a quadriplegic, forensic

science and an apartment full of high tech equipment? You get Lincoln Rhyme, the best detective in

New York City. And he has to face The Coffin Dancer again. He has killed Ed Carney, husband and

co-owner of Hudson Air, a small freight company. Rhyme is called in to help the NYPD stop

him.Rhyme forms a team of the best people, Amelia Sachs, his right-hand person, Tom, his faithful

care giver, DelRay, the street hardened black cop and Mel Cooper, the best lab technician anyone

could ask for. This team has 48 hours to stop The Coffin Dancer before he kills Ed's wife, Percy and

Brit, Ed's best friend.The Coffin Dancer is very good as he leaves no trace evidence. So in order to

catch him, they must be able to think like he does. From an airplane blowing up to safe houses

being breached to landing an airplane safely that has an altitude bomb aboard, the Dancer keeps

the team on its toes. And just to keep things interesting, Amelia and Rhyme have a romantic

entanglement going!Joe Mantegna reads this book and has the ability to provide each character

with their own voice. A listener has no trouble knowing exactly which character is speaking. Mr.

Mantegna speaks clearly and uses inflections in all the right places.The Empty Chair: Corporate

greed is the theme of this story. Garrett Handlin lost his parents and sister when he was only a child.

He begins an interest in insects to ease the pain of this loss. Then as a teenager, he kidnaps Mary

Jo and the Lydia.Lincoln Rhyme comes to a hospital near Tanner's Corner to have surgery in the

hopes of getting more movement. The Tanner's Corner sheriff comes begging for Rhyme's help to

solve the kidnappings. Rhyme has some time before the surgery and begins an

investigation.Garrett is captured and Sachs believes he is innocent. She takes matters into her own

hands and breaks Garrett out of jail. In the chase that follows, Sachs kills a deputy.Not until the final

moments of Sachs' trial are all the facts reveled and the real culprit is known which clears Sachs of



the murder charges.Joe Mantegna has a way with voices so you know just who is speaking. His

inflections are a perfect addition to the actual words of the story.The Stone Monkey: This is a story

of human smuggling and the need for political asylum. The first few chapters are rather long and

drawn out as the story is being set up. It reminds me of the way Tom Clancy goes into great and

long details of setting up a story. After the first few chapters, the story returns to the true Lincoln

Rhyme writing so being patient through them pays off as the rest of the story is great."The Ghost"

has smuggled in Chinese dissidents but sinks the ship and begins killing all the passengers when

the NYPD shows up just before the boat makes landfall. Between the INS, the State Department,

the NYPD and a Chinese police officer, you don't know who to trust. Lincoln uses his forensic

techniques to figure out who "The Ghost" really is and prevents him from being returned to China

where he would go free rather than pay for all the people he has killed.The secondary story is about

Rhyme's upcoming surgery which Sachs doesn't want him to have. Listen to see what his decision

will be.The Twelfth Card: This is a small excerpt and tells a tale of a girl in today's world wanting to

learn about her slave ancestors and what happened to him. She is reading in the History Museum

when she notices she is being stalked. She is clever and gets away but in doing so sets off the

alarm. The stalker blends into the crowd and returns to the Museum to see what the police have

come up with........and this is where the CD ends.The Civil War history is of interest to me so I will be

sure to get The Twelfth Card and finish listening to the whole story.
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